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WEEK  LEARNING OBJECTIVE (NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM OR CHRIS QUIGLY) 

INTENDED OUTCOME CROSS-CURRICULAR 
LINKS 

1 
 

 
90 Year Decades Celebration 

 

2  
90 Year Decades Celebration 

Residential 
 

 
3 - 16 
 
 

To code simple variables. 
To use different variables to make totals 
To suit design of a program to intended 
audience. 

To code for variables to  produce different units of 
length converters 

Geography/Maths distances  

 
4 – 15 
 
 

To code simple variables. 
To use different variables to make totals 
To suit design of a program to intended 
audience. 

To code for variables to  produce different units of 
length converters 

Geography/Maths distances  

5  
Crucial Crew 

 

 
 
6 - 16 
 

Repetition Looping 
To code simple variables. 
To use repetition loops of variables 
To create a timer system. 
To code a using repetition loops and time 
intervals 
To develop an app which can be used on a 
smart phone/tablet 

To code for a continuous variable which will 
create a timer and analogue clock 

 

7 - 15 Repetition Looping To code for a continuous variable which will  
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To code simple variables. 
To use repetition loops of variables 
To create a timer system. 
To code a using repetition loops and time 
intervals 
To develop an app which can be used on a 
smart phone/tablet 

create a timer and analogue clock 

8 - 16 Use HTML to construct a simple webpage layout 
involving words and images 

To use an HTML programme to code. To follow a set 
of instructions to create a webpage.  

East Coast Websites 

  
Half Term 

 
9  

Parents Meetings 
 

10 - 15 Use HTML to construct a simple webpage layout 
involving words and images 

To use an HTML programme to code. To follow a set 
of instructions to create a webpage.  

East Coast Websites 

11 – 16 Use HTML to construct a simple webpage layout 
involving words and images 

To use HTML to insert images and sounds into 
webpages 

East Coast Websites 

12 - 15 Use HTML to construct a simple webpage layout 
involving words and images 

To use HTML to insert images and sounds into 
webpages 

East Coast Websites 

13  
Christmas 

14  
Christmas 

15  
Christmas 

 


